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April 26, 2021 

News Section 

Buy Black Friday 

On Friday, April 25th, AU club Sister Circle hosted a "Buy Black Friday" event on the Brick 
Lawn where students can support local AU artists and entrepreneurs. 
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The Foundations of the Exchange 
As many people in or near Alfred University know, the artistic community has—quite literally—
covered campus. From the Main Street entrance to the Powell dining areas, birdbox-esque kiosks 
popped up, seemingly overnight. 

The project was based in the 
Foundations classes, with everyone 
getting split into groups. The task? 
Create a kiosk with the purpose of an 
exchange in mind. These could range 
from music recommendations, to 
stickers, to photos, to nature.  

“My kiosk is up at Hairpin under the 
map. It’s a nature exchange [so that] 
while you’re up there, you can find 
something interesting on the ground, 
whether it’s something or nature or 
trash left by someone else that you think 
is cool,” first year Sarah Fraley said. 
“And then you are free to take 
something from the kiosk that someone 
else has put in if you choose. I go up 
and check and document for two weeks, 
and then we have to take them down.” 

There was a map created to find the 
several kiosks, however for many 
people on campus, they were found 
simply by exploring the campus—or 

looking outside your dorm room window, which was the case for many of the Brick’s residents. 
One morning, looking out across the lawn would find a blue hanging kiosk.  

“Our kiosk is like a personal exchange. We each put something in it every day like a letter, 
candy, a book, a drawing, to give to the other sort of as a way of getting to know each other. 
There’s a notebook in there that we log our exchanges in,” said first year Piper Lilley. “I’m not 
sure how many people interacted with it, it was mostly a thing just between me and my [group] 
partner. It was fun to be able to basically just give each other gifts for, like, two weeks.”  

Asking her about whether she would do this project again, Piper was enthusiastic. 

“I would definitely do this again! I’ve been wanting to do one of those kiosk things where people 
borrow books like the one in town, and I might do that back home.” 
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These kiosks weren’t all located within the central sections of campus, however, with some on 
the borders. Anyone who visited the tunnels by the Brick would have seen a small, multi-colored 
box with a wood treble clef. While a little out of the way, it looked at home amongst the graffiti.  

“My group consisted of me, Kimberly Rauber, and Franky Pecoraro-Frayre. Our exchange idea 
was based on music and wanting to get people to add their favorite songs to our Spotify playlist 
“The Sounds of Alfred,” which we wanted to play next semester on the Alfred radio. We even 
had a little composition book in the kiosk to have people write down their favorite lyrics,” Kaz 
Taggart, a first year, said. “We got a lot more written lyrics than added music which is a-ok, but 
the Spotify playlist is one hour and five minutes long!” 

On whether they would be interested in doing something similar again, Kaz thought about what 
they would do differently. 

“I liked this project and would definitely do it again. But perhaps if I did it alone, I’d choose a 
more visited location.” 

Overall, the kiosks brought a new life to campus. For the 2020-2021 school year, the campus 
was low energy and a blank canvas. For the final weeks of this year, seeing these brightly 
colored kiosks created a buzz on campus as to their purpose, how long they would be up, and 
who was going to interact with it. While, sadly, the kiosks will be taken down soon, there is 
always hope that next year will bring just as much campus-wide fun. 

For those interested in checking out the “Sounds of Alfred” playlist on Spotify, the link is below. 

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3BCxYNMdTP6FNJRH0aMzlM?si=hgRcAMXATj-
v5NZ5sa0Nsw&nd=1 

By Sam Sage 

Opinion Section 

My COVID-19 Experience On-Campus After Receiving the Vaccine 

On March 28th, 2021 I received my first dose of the Pfizer covid-19 vaccination through the 
Alleghany County Department of Health. I felt happy and relieved afterwards. This is the 
beginning of the end of the pandemic. I was proud to be a part of the solution.  

I knew I still had to keep my guard up for a few more weeks until I was fully immune, but I had 
already been doing that for the past year. I kept my social interactions limited. I did not travel 
anywhere unnecessary. I washed my hands every single time I came back to my suite or before I 
ate.  

On Saturday, April 3rd, I noticed I was hoarse and had a tickle in my throat. My roommate, Kit 
May, said that she felt the same. We figured we were catching our friends’ cold, since they had 
been sick the week before. They tested negative for covid when they were sick, so we did not 
think much more of it. 

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3BCxYNMdTP6FNJRH0aMzlM?si=hgRcAMXATj-v5NZ5sa0Nsw&nd=1
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3BCxYNMdTP6FNJRH0aMzlM?si=hgRcAMXATj-v5NZ5sa0Nsw&nd=1
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The next day, I woke up with a bad sinus headache, post-nasal drip, and a wet cough (that I 
blamed on the post-nasal drip). I did not have a fever. Again, I thought that I had a cold or at 
worst, a sinus infection. I tried to sleep it off.  

That Monday, I went for my mandatory weekly covid test through the school. My symptoms 
were the same. On Tuesday, I was congested and blowing my nose non-stop, so I figured 
whatever “cold” I had was coming out of my system.  

Kit was also sick, complaining that her throat was sore. Congestion was one of her first 
symptoms. By Tuesday night, she was complaining that she was so congested she could not 
smell or taste. This made me nervous, but she reassured me that it happens every year with her 
allergies. Another one of my roommates, Bri Shifflett was complaining of headaches. The 
weather was changing from cold to warm, so she attributed it to that. None of us had fevers. My 
third roommate, Christine Raposas, who has been fully vaccinated since January, felt perfectly 
fine. 

On Wednesday morning, April 7th, I received an email saying that I had been in a positive pool 
on my Monday covid-19 test. This sent me into a panic. I kept thinking it had to be a joke the 
world was playing on us – we didn’t have covid, did we? I felt much better that day, my energy 
was back so it couldn’t be us. After an agonizing forty-minute wait at the Wellness Center, my 
individual test came back positive. 

I honestly cried when the nurse told me. I could not believe that I had made it this far into the 
pandemic to catch covid when I was so close to being fully vaccinated. I also knew that I would 
have to be isolated and that I would lose time in my studio where I was racing to complete 
artwork for my thesis. It was frustrating, stressful, and embarrassing.  

Kit and Bri also tested positive an hour later. The 
Wellness Center allowed us to isolate in our suite in 
Kenyon with Christine’s permission. They 
considered her entirely immune and did not test or 
quarantine her. This worked out to our benefit as 
we did not have to pack stuff to move into a 
quarantine dorm and Christine was able to grab 
supplies for me from my studio.  

 
Katie's makeshift isolation studio featuring Bri’s 
dog, Spud. 
 

Since our symptoms started on April 3rd, Kit, Bri, 
and I were isolated until April 14th. All three of us 
experienced very different symptoms. By Thursday, 
my congestion was gone, but I was still coughing. I 
experienced some mild chest pressure and shortness 

of breath when moving around quickly that day but was fine the next day. Kit’s sore throat, 
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congestion, and loss of taste and smell continued throughout the weekend. Bri only felt sick for 
one day during which she was nauseous and fatigued, besides the earlier headaches. She also lost 
her sense of smell temporarily for a couple days. None of us ever had fevers. 

Our experience in isolation was poor from the start. On our first day of isolation, Kit called the 
Dean of Wellbeing to ask them to pick up an essential prescription for her from the Alfred 
Pharmacy. She was planning on picking up it that day but unfortunately, we were isolated before 
she could. 

“The person on the phone asked if I needed it that day. I said yes. They asked if I was sure I 
needed it that day,” Kit said. Someone did bring her medication to our suite that evening, but 
clearly, they did not want to and acted as if it was a large inconvenience. 

Food was a particularly disappointing part of isolation for all of us. Students quarantined on-
campus must order food to their rooms each day on a designated website. On the order form, 
they list meal preferences, dietary restrictions, and room location. For us, food was typically 
delivered around 6 P.M. everyday.  

“I had to ask specifically for no rice or pasta because that’s all I would receive for days,” Bri 
said. There was little variation. 

I am dairy-free and reported this on the form daily. One day, I received milk as a beverage and a 
cheesy entrée. I am extremely grateful we were allowed to stay in our own suite where I had a 
stockpile of my own snacks and groceries. 

Another day, Kit ordered food and it was simply never delivered. All three of us ordered food at 
the same time for the day. At 6 P.M., both me and Bri’s meals arrived. Kit called the Dean of 
Wellbeing to ask about her food and they told her to call again at 7 P.M. if it was not delivered 
by then. 

The meals did not show up, so Kit called again. The person on the phone asked if it was possible 
for Kit “to share a meal” with someone for tonight. This person promised to bring Kit food in 
the morning and that if she ordered again as usual tomorrow, she would receive food again at 6 
P.M. 

Someone did personally deliver meals for Kit the following morning, but she did not receive 
food again that night. “I ordered again but it didn’t come. I didn’t really care because my 
expectations were low at that point,” Kit said. Again, we were fortunate to be in our own suite 
with groceries. 

The quality of the food was an issue for all three of us. After a few days in isolation, I noticed 
my stomach was hurting all the time–whether I was hungry or if I had just eaten. I wondered if it 
could be one last covid symptom. I asked Christine to pick up food for me from Main Street so I 
could avoid eating the food delivered to us for one full day. That day, my stomach pain stopped 
completely. 

Kit commented that the food was far lower quality than what she received while in quarantine 
during the fall semester. She described the food this semester as “greasy” and “bad”.  
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The Allegany County Department of Health contacted us via email on April 13th to tell us that 
we were released from isolation at 12 A.M. on April 14th. That morning, all three of us 
individually called the Wellness Center to confirm that we were released. The receptionist 
marked our names down and said that we were free to leave the suite. 

I left to move back into my studio and Kit left to run errands. Around 2 P.M., Christine and Bri 
heard a knock on the door at the suite. A woman was there from the Wellness Center asking for 
Bri and Kit specifically. She was under the impression that only Bri and Kit were quarantined 
(not isolated) in our suite. She did not know who Christine was and she did not ask about me at 
all.  

Bri had to explain to the woman that there were four people living in the suite and that three of 
us had tested positive and were released from isolation that day. The woman was confused and 
seemed shocked that Kit had left the suite already. Clearly, there was a huge lack of 
communication between people at the Wellness Center.  

I think that it is also important to note that this is the only time the Wellness Center checked in 
with our suite, besides the day we tested positive. I stopped doing the daily screening after I 
tested positive and no one contacted me. I hate to imagine how difficult reaching a medical 
professional would have been like if one of us had been seriously ill. 

I am very disappointed with the way the school treated us during isolation. The fact that we 
could stay all together in our own suite was what made the experience bearable. Considering the 
fact that we are in month 13 of this pandemic and that students have been here for almost two 
full semesters during the pandemic, I would expect these basic issues regarding communication 
and food to be resolved by now. 

The only persistent symptom I still have from covid is a mild cough, mostly when I first get up 
and move around in the morning. It is improving every day though; I only cough a few times 
when I wake up now instead of coughing for twenty-minutes as I did just a week ago.  

Kit’s taste returned shortly before being released from isolation and her smell returned shortly 
after. Bri’s smell also returned shortly before we were released. Christine lived with us for the 
entirety of the time all three of us were sick and she has continued to test negative since. Her 
experience is a true testament of the vaccine’s effectiveness.  

The Department of Health and my primary doctor gave us the go-ahead to receive the second 
dose of the vaccination. I received my second shot on April 18th as originally planned. It felt a 
bit like it was too little too late, but I am still happy knowing that I am as immune as physically 
possible and do not have to worry about spreading the virus to anyone vulnerable. 

All three of us were worried about the side-effects of the second vaccine, considering we had just 
recovered from actual covid. Both Kit and Bri experienced fevers over 100 degrees shortly after 
receiving the second shot. Kit felt generally unwell and fatigued for about 18 hours. Bri 
experienced chills, fatigue, nausea, and dizziness for about 48 hours. 

“I suffered more from the second vaccine than I did from having actual covid,” Bri said. 
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I was sleepy the day I received the second vaccine. My arm was very sore for two days, like the 
first shot, but my lymph nodes in my armpit were also very swollen. Unlike Bri and Kit, I did not 
develop a fever. It seems as if our experiences with the second vaccine were pretty typical of 
those who did not have covid. 

For me, having covid was like having a bad cold. However, I realize that I am incredibly lucky. 
Arguably, I was the least sick of my roommates. It is possible that my first vaccine had some 
time to do its job and made my illness less severe than what it could have been.  

I was likely exposed to the virus sometime shortly after I received my first shot. My roommates 
and I are still uncertain about where we got it from, and we will probably never know. Our 
experience also proves that even people who are responsible and following social distancing 
guidelines can catch covid.  

All three of us had different symptoms that made it incredibly difficult to tell if we had covid or 
not without a test. Most of the symptoms we experienced are not even what the CDC lists as 
typical covid symptoms. None of us had fevers while we were sick. I was the only one with a 
cough and it was wet, not dry. The headaches Bri and I had were not “unusual” – they felt like 
ones we had before. The congestion Kit and I had is not common in a majority of covid patients. 

As of the writing of this article, 41% of Americans have received at least one dose of the vaccine 
(according to Our World in Data). But covid is still circulating in the community and we are not 
out of the pandemic yet. I know that we are all tired of hearing it, we need to continue to be 
cautious. I never thought I would catch covid when I did. I am incredibly grateful that I mostly 
stayed in my dorm when I was sick before I tested positive. I would feel awful if I had spread 
covid to someone who is not as fortunate as me and could have suffered much worse illnesses, 
lasting complications, or at the worst, loss of their life.  

I encourage everyone to do their part to end the pandemic by getting vaccinated if you have not 
already.  

By Katie Alley 

Graduating Senior: Katie Alley 
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I will be graduating as an AU Scholar next month with my Bachelors of Fine Arts and a minor in 
marketing. I have been involved with Fiat Lux News since the fall of my sophomore year, both 
writing articles and managing advertisements. I was also Treasurer for some time and helped 
with distribution of hard copy in the past.  

The Fiat Lux allowed me to pursue my interest in writing outside of my classes. I learned 
everything I know about formal news-writing here. At the same time, taking up the 
Advertisement Manager role allowed me to build some basic marketing experience for myself. 
Attending newsroom meetings was also a great way to learn about happenings around campus 
that I would not have known about otherwise. I am grateful that I will be able to read the Fiat 
Lux online after I leave Alfred. 

After graduation, I will be sailing with my dad and two others to Bermuda on our 35 ft sailboat--
a cruise we’ve had planned since before I started college! Following the trip, I will be crewing on 
a 67 ft sailboat in Watkins Glen, NY and hopefully moving to the Ithaca, NY area.  

My Relationship with my Phone 

I have one of the most love-hate relationships with my phone ever, particularly because I find it 
to be a distraction, cause problems, “corrupt” your mind, and brainwash you, even. Although I 
have a strong annoyance and frustration with my phone, ironically, I have a lot of appreciation 
for it, too. I believe the phone, itself, is not the problem – we are. We allow ourselves to become 
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addicted and consumed to the point of corruption, even though the use of phones and overall 
invention of it is quite remarkable.  

Since I am over 1,500 miles away from home, having my phone by my side every second of the 
day is necessary, sadly. I use it to communicate with my friends and family, which, ironically, is 
through social media and displayed for the world to see. For example, Facebook is the main 
source of social media my parents like to use, whether that be through Facebook messenger to 
send me morning texts that consist of daily motivational quotes or shared videos and posts from 
others on my profile but either way, I despise their interest in the site and wish they would stick 
to traditional texts and calls; it’s funny how older people are slowly finding more enjoyment in 
social medias than some younger people. Without the connection of my friends and family, I 
believe I wouldn’t even have a Facebook, let alone Instagram and Snapchat. Even though I have 
these social media accounts, I never post anything and if I do, it’s because I want others to see 
what I'm up to and what’s going on in my life, as if they would genuinely care. An example of 
this would be my last post on Instagram, I posted a picture of me playing tennis in September 
simply because I didn’t post months prior to that and wanted to “fit in” with society and not seem 
like my life wasn’t as interesting as others–seeing some people post vacation, date, and family 
photos make me feel as though my life is less important or fascinating, in a way. This mindset is 
exactly why I despise all forms of social media because of the image it portrays on others and 
societies. 

Growing up, I was raised in a very religious household with strict parents–part of the reason why 
I chose a college 1,500 miles away from home. I was always taught to never allow others' 
opinion and thoughts toward or about you affect the way you treat yourself or live your life, 
however, look at how I am now. Although I hate social media and the way others pretend to have 
fascinating, joyful lives, I continue to use it and fall into the exact same trap. Even though I 
preach about its toxicity and how it can quite literally corrupt you and your mind, I remain on 
these sites and allow the opinion of others to take part in what I post but also when I post. There 
was a time in high school where I deleted all social media accounts, not just deactivated but fully 
deleted. This was a time of complete acceptance for me and focus of the world and the people in 
it. I went over a year without any social media platforms, however, eventually made other 
accounts again simply because I felt I wasn’t involved with others and was portrayed as weird, 
almost, for not having or wanting to be involved with the internet world. To this day, I still have 
these accounts that I remade in high school and find very little comfort in having them but sadly, 
don’t have it in me to delete them. 

As for my phone, in general, I feel the same in the sense that it can corrupt your mind and be 
something of a huge distraction from the world and the relationships you have with others. 
Although I don’t like texting, I enjoy calling and Face Timing people because of the verbal or 
face-to-face interaction it brings. As there are a few positive things cell phones can do, I think 
overall, it does more harm to the younger generation than the older ones. My younger brothers 
range from ages 8-17 and all of them are obsessed with their phones and social media. My 17-
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year-old brother is not as consumed with his phone as the other 2, however, his daily use of 
social media ranges anywhere from 6 hours to 8. My eight-year-old brother could never dream 
about letting his phone die or not post something on Snapchat every day. When I was younger, I 
didn’t get my first phone until I was 12 entering middle school but even then, it was a flip phone 
that barely had a camera. Back then, I used this to call my friends and have a way of connecting 
with my parents after school for them knowing where to pick me up, never anything relating to 
social media or even games, for that matter. Seeing my younger brothers be consumed with their 
phones makes me sad, in a way, because I know their childhood could be filled with so much 
more of the world and simply, being outside. Riding their bikes or playing soccer in the backyard 
takes loads of convincing and when they do finally give in, they genuinely don’t enjoy it and 
would much rather waste time and energy on the couch sitting in front of a screen.  

Overall, yes, my cell phone has played an important role in my life while being away at college, 
however, I wouldn’t say that it is something I appreciate or admire. I am thankful that it gives me 
a way of communicating with my family and friends from home but hate that it has the power of 
controlling you and your life–often, it’s a struggle to not allow it to take hold of me, especially in 
boredom. Social media will always be toxic in my perception because I know the harm it does on 
others, whether we admit it or not. I see the effect it plays on all generations, yet wonder why I 
continue to use it and be a part of it. I believe both social media and cell phones are not toxic in 
of itself but that overall, we allowed them to be, giving me nothing but shame and hatred for 
them both, even with the few positive, contributing factors it can play on my life and others. 

By Kailey Reyes 

Maybe Someone Should Speak Up, or Listen, or Write It Down. 
Maybe You. 

Hi, Reader, whoever you are. We at the Fiat Lux appreciate your quick glances, your five-minute 
investigations or any time you've spent reading our work, commenting and participating in a 
community where it's safe to take a breath--and say what you need to say. 

Before I try to sell you on subscribing or maybe working for the paper, I would like to take the 
opportunity to say thank you to Alfred University, and more specifically, a deep gratitude to the 
Fiat Lux. I'm an older student, a dropout who's finally finishing up after who knows how many 
years. At first, I thought it would be kind of awkward to get involved with extracurricular stuff.  

Mostly because I'm an idiot, I spent five years in the Marine Corps, deploying three times to 
places where I believed I could really help people, and nowadays, I carry with me a nice tote 
bag-full of PTSD-related issues. Needless to say, going back to school was a little sketchy. 

Alfred University and its faculty welcomed me immediately and even though I was sometimes 
flaky, or lazy, or just plain depressed I had several people who looked out for me and tried to 
understand where I was coming from. A few years later, I feel great. I feel like someone who 
isn't suffocating on that stuff anymore. 
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I started out working at the Fiat Lux by submitting a few things here and there and primarily just 
handled getting all the papers to the newsstands on campus. Little, baby steps, I thought. I quietly 
wrote a little more and also started helping with the editing. The chance to just keep my head 
down and try to help out was just about all I was looking for, especially during a time when 
procedures during the pandemic have forced the newspaper to completely reconfigure itself.  

Our editor-in-chief, Talulla Torthe, took on an enormous task of figuring out what the hell to do 
once the paper had to go fully online. When it was her turn to captain the ship, I felt really good 
about the paper's potential. Talulla gets it done. It doesn't matter what it is, she solves the 
problem. She then asked me to be the managing editor, and for the first time in a while, it felt 
like I could help keep something going, something important to me. For about a year now, 
operating in this new way, the paper basically blew up into something I never thought would 
happen. On top of all that, Talulla and another one of our writer/editors, Dale Mott Slater, also 
run the Alphadelphian, a newspaper focusing on women's and gender issues. 

It's an all-encompassing, autonomous operation. We show up every other week, talk a little bit 
and enjoy each other's company, but other than that – everyone handles their own business. Two 
years ago, we used to talk about whether or not we had enough copy to print a full issue. We 
have regular entertainment reviews, a secret narrator who traverses the political realm and 
regular spotlights and interviews for sports and campus life. Our writers show up to play, 
covering tough issues that matter to our community. 

We don't really like the scores or stats or the grind of information, it's about people--us. Students, 
faculty and community. We cover as much news as we can, but at the end of each deadline, it 
seems like what's important to our writers, to this crew, is the way our community lives and 
learns through difficult times, and how it affects us. 

It's really exciting to also hand the keys over to our new managing editor, Isa Hamilton. She'll do 
a much more professional and thorough job than I ever did and it was always kind of nice 
knowing that I could count on her editing help.  

I've gone through and seen other people go through some really gnarly stuff. A lot of them have 
nothing to do with being a marine, they're just my neighbors, here in Alfred. You probably have 
a story too. You, the reader, if you've made it this far, probably has reasons for not writing and 
submitting, or not running our paper route, or not laying-out simple pages of our website. You 
probably think those reasons are weird. Welcome to the club. You could never say a word to any 
of us and we'd just appreciate the company, the suggestions or maybe an hour of your Saturday. 

Well, they would. I'm leaving soon, but I appreciated the company. I appreciated the chance to 
feel like a normal person again, to not feel crushed about missing a deadline, or to maybe give 
myself a small toast for getting through another edit. I really wanted to squeeze in one more 
thing, one more piece for the end of the semester so that I didn't feel like I let down a dozen other 
people who work really hard. The Fiat Lux is a place where you just come as you are, and if the 
pandemic has really flipped your world upside-down, then come tell us about it. We're figuring it 
out, too. 

By Andrew Wiechert 
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Entertainment Section 

April Roundup 

Here are all the films I watched in April. Maybe some of these might just be what you’ve been 

looking for.  

Reservoir Dogs: One of Tarantino’s most well-known films, 

Reservoir Dogs is about a jewelry heist gone wrong. It’s a 

nonlinear story with flashbacks showing how the characters got 

in on the heist and how it got messed up. To me, it wasn’t as 

satisfying as Pulp Fiction nor as narratively gripping as 

Inglorious Basterds, The Hateful Eight, or Django. Either way, 

I think it has a lot of replay value. 

Available on Amazon Prime Video 

2001: A Space Odyssey: A pioneer in many respects, 2001 is one of the 

most influential sci-fi films. Everything from its production design, 

special effects, film score, and themes of evolution, space exploration, 

and the perils of technology have become mainstays in cinema. You 

would be hard-pressed to find anyone who isn’t familiar with Hal 9000 or 

the Monolith. Honestly, this might be the most dissected movie on the 

internet with a wide range of interpretations. But that’s the thing when something becomes so 

ubiquitous in pop culture you go in with so much hype. And for me, 2001 didn’t live up to it. It’s 

still a fantastic watch.  

Available on HBO Max  
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The Truman Show: This is on the list of my favorite films 

of all time and I don’t say that lightly. Starring Jim Carrey, 

The Truman Show is about a man who discovers his whole 

life is actually a reality TV show. As the film progresses, 

Truman is wrecked by existential dread and a deep longing 

to leave a life he once thought was his entire existence. For 

a film that came out in 1998, its commentary on modern 

media and digital surveillance seems so prophetic. Not 

only that, but it also has a well-written script, tight 

dialogue, deep characters, and a lot of genuinely funny 

moments. It’s a classic, there I said it.  

Available for Free on YouTube 

Concrete Cowboy: Cole, a rebellious teenager is sent to live with 

his estranged father in Philadelphia, and in the process, he 

develops a tight bond with the local Black cowboys. The things 

that immediately hook you into this film are the acting and the 

visuals. Edris Elba is great as ever but so is the entire cast. The 

city of Philadelphia and the real Black cowboy community this 

film depicts are brought to the forefront. However, one of the 

film's weaknesses is its fairly formulaic plot but besides that, there is a lot to like about Concrete 

Cowboy.  

Available on Netflix 

https://youtu.be/aKgH2ijiHE4
https://www.netflix.com/title/81368729
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The Snyder Cut: I thought Snyder’s Justice League was fun and nothing more. It’s classic 

Snyder with beautiful shots, elegant slow-mo action, and a decent story. This isn’t as complex as 

Infinity War nor is it as bad as Joss Whedon’s Justice League. Link to the full review here. 

 

Available on HBO Max 

By Alpha Bah 
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